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Abstract
The creation of soundtracks for feature length films is a major undertaking. One method involves
watching the film for sections that inspire some emotional response, and then improvising live. The
composing of a score is often a combination of bottom up and top down processes. For example
small segments of score are composed first, while in parallel a broader structure is planned based on
the narrative. We present a system that attempts to aid the composer in this creative process. The
system focuses on the script rather than moving image of the film. This has two advantages: (a) a
composer can begin their work earlier in the process of film production; (b) the automated analysis of
text is simpler than the automated analysis of video and speech. The system performs an automated
analysis that approximates the script structure. It also attempts, using word analysis, to give insight
into the emotional  trajectory of  the story and the characters.  These are then used as part  of  an
algorithmic creativity system that suggests musical sketches to the composer for parts of the script.
1 Introduction
There is a traditional process used for creating a film soundtrack (Jewell, 2007): screening, spotting,
laying out, motif development and final composition. The screening involves the composer viewing a
cut to provide them with an initial sense of the film. Spotting involves deciding which parts of the film
require music, and the type of music required. Laying out involves converting these decisions to a
score-based label sequence indicating visually where music is needed. Musical sections in films are
typically  short,  thus allowing the director  to re-cut  with greater  ease.  This is  supported by many
composers using short motifs – often motifs for characters (Green, 2010) – and film themes.
The average length of a high-grossing feature film is almost two hours (Galician & Bourdeau, 2008).
Even if only fifty percent of the film contains a scored soundtrack, this requires an hour of music;
music which must be fully scored and recorded. There are many examples where composers find it
helpful to begin this process before the film is available (Karlin & Wright, 2004). This requires them to
work  from a script.  Reading and absorbing scripts  is  a  time consuming process.  Developing an
understanding of the script structure is an additional strain.
In a bid to address some of the time pressures of modern film production (Tanrisever, 2001; Kulezic-
Wilson, 2015; Bettinson, 2013), a system called TRAC (Textual Research for Affective Composition)
has  been  developed.  TRAC  attempts  to  parse  the  script  and  highlight  structural  and  affective
elements.  Tools  are  provided  to  generate  short  soundtrack  examples  based  on  these  affective
elements. The process is very approximate, because narrative has a highly complex cognitive and
affective impact. However, for a composer approaching a script who is under time pressure, it can
provide a valuable “in” for kick-starting and guiding some of their work process. Even ignoring such
time constraints on a sound-track composer, the system is still potentially helpful from the perspective
of structure and organisation.
2 Related Work
The core approach of TRAC is to auto-analyse a script to seek emotional words and use these to
generate affective musical features for a sound-track. Thus the related work section will look at three
elements: affective music composition, script analysis, and assisted sound-tracking .
2.1 Affective Music Composition
TRAC utilises an affective music composition algorithm based on a dimensional model of emotion.
Investigations into the affective impact of audio-visual media have long been a part of researching the
psychology of emotions (Sloboda, 1986; Seashore, 1938). A common area of investigation has been
music,  during  which  various  musical  features  have  been  tested  to  examine  the  emotions  they
communicate or cause (Williams et al,. 2014). For example: major key modes tend to communicate
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positivity, and minor key modes often communicate negativity. In addition lower tempo music in a
major key communicates relaxation, and high tempo music without a key (atonal) communicates fear
or anger.
The  two  most  common  models  of  emotion  used  in  studies  are  categorical  and  dimensional.
Categorical models incorporate lists of basic emotions: “happiness”, “sadness”, etc. The dimensional
models usually have a set of two or more continuous properties within which emotional states can be
situated.
The  most  common  dimensional  model  is  the  valence/arousal  model.  Valence  is  a  measure  of
emotional positivity, and arousal a measure of physical activity. Thus happy is mapped to high arousal
and high valence, and sad to low arousal and low valence. A third dimension, called dominance, is
sometimes added to the valence/arousal model (Marsella et al., 2010 ). It can be thought of as the
degree  of  personal  power  in  the  emotion.  Dominance  is  most  intuitively  explained  as  follows.
Consider that fear and anger can both be mapped to high arousal and low valence. However fear is
also  mapped  to  low  dominance,  and  anger  to  high  dominance.  The  valence/arousal/dominance
model is used in TRAC.
There  is  a  long  history  of  computers  being  used  to  automatically  compose.  This  is  known  as
algorithmic composition (Miranda, 2001; Fernandez & Vico, 2013). In particular there are a number of
computer composition systems like TRAC that generate music based on an affective profile. In these,
the  user  can  select  an  emotional  trajectory  or  description  and  the  system will  attempt  to  auto-
compose music based on that requirement (Kirke & Miranda, 2011; Huang & Lin, 2013).  A fuller
survey of such systems can be found in Williams et al.  (2014). TRAC  differs from most of these
because  it  generates  the  emotional  trajectory  /  description  based  on  automated  script  analysis.
Furthermore, most of these do not attempt to utilise the dominance dimension.
2.2 Script Analysis
Many of the systems described below are rooted in natural language processing and generation. An
overview of this topic can be found in (Clark et al., 2010). TRAC utilises a standard set of such natural
language tools (Bird et al., 2009). Clearly, character dialogue is one indicator of a script’s affective
content, and it is one element used in TRAC’s analysis. Searching for emotional words spoken by
characters in script  dialogues is an approach used in (Park et  al.,  2012).  A broader  data driven
analysis of the affective content of script stories can be found in (Bellegarda, 2010; Murtagh & Ganz,
2014) which apply a pattern recognition-based narrative analysis of emotion to the film Casablanca
and the novel Madame Bovary.
As previously mentioned, TRAC attempts to generate music based on the script textual structure.
However  there are other  systems that  aim to  generate new dramatic  material  through a deeper
structural analysis. Munishkina et al. (2013) automatically analyses scripts from Internet Movie Script
Database. Their system parses scenes, and scene locations, as well as dialogues and events. It uses
TF-IDF clustering to gather these scenes together and then create levels for a computer game – in
this case a Raiders of the Lost Ark-based game. Walker et al. (2011) is another system that aims to
develop materials for a game. The system auto-generates character models using six film characters,
including Indiana Jones from Raiders of the Lost Ark, and characters from Pulp Fiction. Another part
of the system is used to re-produce the characters’ dialogue but with the speaking style of a different
character. The system was used to generate text for a role-playing game. Successful tests were run
to examine if users could differentiate the characters based on speaking style. Much of this work was
based on ideas and technology developed previously in Lin & Walker (2011).
There are further systems that – like the above – utilise a deeper structural analysis than TRAC, but
have a more explicitly commercial purpose. For example, Sang & Xu (2010) perform some initial
testing on a system for generating automated movie summaries. These summaries are produced for
the purposes of movie marketing. The system cross-references the movie with its script, allowing a
segmentation of the film. Then it attempts to track character interactions and sub-plots. Eliashberg et
al.  (2007)  aims to predict  movie hits.  This  involves incorporating a summarization system into a
broader statistical learning model. Natural language processing and extracted screenwriting domain
knowledge are part of this approach for predicting a movie’s profit margin. Kundu et al. (2013) also
uses natural language processing, combining it with genetic algorithm techniques, to segment scripts
into scenes. The approach reaches an accuracy of 45% across three films.
ScripThreads (Hoyt et al., 2014) has some similarities to TRAC. It parses screenplays, generating
visualisations to  aid  the understanding of  character  behaviour.  These visualisations indicate  how
characters interact with each other. This is demonstrated using the feature film The Big Sleep.
2.3 Assisted Sound Tracking
It is well known that music can change the emotional impact of a film (Boltz, 2004).  Physiological
studies on how music affects people’s viewing show that the results are not necessarily predictable
(Ellis, 2005). However, patterns have been found. Blumstein et al. (2010) found some consistency in
the ways that sound is used by filmmakers to manipulate the emotions of the audience. Cohen (2013)
develops a framework for understanding how music tracks work from the perspective of narrative.
Although TRAC aims to generate new music “from scratch”, there have been a number of related
systems that focus on pre-created music. These systems aim to automatically match such music to
given visual content. Picasso (Stupar, 2013) analyses a database of movies, developing a model
linking movie screenshots and the composer music that is playing at that time the shots are onscreen.
Suppose a user wishes to find music for a new photo. When Picasso is presented with the photo, its
model is searched for the screenshot most similar to the photo. The music that was playing with this
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screenshot is used as a template to search the user’s own musical database. The most similar track
from the user’s database is suggested as a soundtrack for the image. Gomes et al. (2013) builds a
similar  model  using  a  genetic  algorithm approach.  Musical  features  (for  example  loudness)  are
mapped to various visual features (for example the amount of movement onscreen). Thus the system
attempts to find the optimal piece of music for a specific piece of video. Kuo et al. (2013) builds a
model by applying Latent Semantic Analysis to YouTube videos. Yin et al. (2014) is a system focusing
on home movie  soundtrack  selection.  The user  is  required to  manually  tag  video features.  This
tagging is combined with a number of automated methods. These methods examine pitch tempo
patterns and motion-direction.
The  above  systems  select  music.  There  are  a  number  of  systems  that  generate  the  music
themselves. For example: CBS (Jewell  et  al.,  2003).  CBS is  a concept  system that  involves the
manual markup of the movies, providing an object-based overview. These objects give indications of
mood,  characters in  the story and events in  the narrative.  The music generation utilises genetic
algorithms (TRAC uses a rule-based rather than evolutionary algorithm) to match the composition
parameters in this mark-up. They illustrate this with an example: “a ‘happy’ scene may be defined to
use a major pitch mesh with violins and flutes providing a light texture, whereas an ‘unhappy’ scene
may use a minor pitch mesh with ’celli and clarinets”. RaPScoM (Doppler et al., 2011) attempts to
automate  the  process  of  semantic  mark  up  of  the  movie.  Features  include  Action/Violence,
Fear/Tension,  Freedom,  Joy/Comedy,  etc.  The  algorithmic  composition  system  –  a  hierarchical
approach based on Markov models of melodies – generates melodies and a simple accompaniment.
Alternatively it can transform user-provided MIDI material. It is not clear whether RaPScoM has been
fully implemented. TRAC also uses a hierarchical generative approach.
Vane & Cowan (2007) and Hedemann et  al.  (2008)  both  recognise the advantages of  providing
specialised software for sound-track composers. They incorporate elements such as a repetition tool,
and a tool for fitting sequences within specified time boundaries. Davis et al. (2014) involves a system
that – like TRAC – generates music from text. The system is called TransPose and focuses on novels
rather than film scripts. Like TRAC, TransPose utilises an emotional word search.
Based on the related work discussed in Section 2, the originality of TRAC stems from a combination
of the following elements: (i) it has been implemented; (ii) it does not involve manual mark-up; (iii) it
generates rather than selects music; and (iv) it utilises a three-dimensional model of emotion.
3 System Description
For the purposes of explanation TRAC  will  be broadly divided into two parts: Script Analysis and
Music Sketching.
3.1 Script Analysis
The script analysis consists of three elements. Firstly a text file containing the script is imported. The
text is stripped of extraneous spaces and carriage returns. Some scripts contain additional text that
needs to be stripped. For example “Page 1” or “Continued:”. Although formal scripts have a standard
format, there are usually small discrepancies in those available on the internet. Fig. 1 shows four of
the most common types formats encountered. The top left script is formatted in the formal idiom.
Next the script is broken down into objects for analysis. At this point additional technical differences
must  be  addressed  to  enable  identification  of  objects.  Scene  headings  may  use  “INT.”  or
“INTERIOR:”. Dialogue may be formatted with the character’s name centered over the text, or with
the character’s name in the same paragraph as the dialogue.
The content of a movie script  can be divided into three types of information: scenes, action and
dialogue. Scenes are (usually single line) headings that describe where events in the following text
are occurring. A scene heading will typically indicate: whether actions occur indoors or outdoors (INT
or EXT), the broad location of the action, and sometimes a more detailed location description. For
example: “EXT. – TATOOINE – WASTELAND”. Everything following this line up to the next scene
heading will occur in the same location. Dialogue information is indicated by a character’s name in
upper case, followed by a continuous paragraph of text starting on the next line. Action information
looks similar to dialogue, but without a character name headline. Action information describes what
happens in the story when dialogue is not sufficiently clear or relevant.
There are additional, though less common, standardised elements in scripts. From the point of view
of  the analysis  being done here,  they are  incorporated into  one of  the above three objects.  An
example of  this  is  when a piece of  dialogue words in  parentheses between the character  name
headline and the spoken text. The parentheses are a modifier, implying mood or emphasis. In TRAC
they are incorporated into the dialogue object as another indicator of affective state. The precise rules
used by TRAC for parsing scripts are not detailed here. The rules were developed through a manual
analysis of the four types of scripts shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1 – Four examples of script formats available online. The script in the top left of the figure is
a formal screenplay.
Not all script files have page numbers, and not all script fonts are the same. Thus a generated page
size is used – the virtual page size. Virtual pages in TRAC are significantly larger than standard script
page sizes. This has the advantage of increasing the sample size of the words used to calculate
affective results.
The results of the script analysis can be broadly divided into two types: structural and emotional. The
simplest structural measure involves estimating who the main characters are in the script. This is
done by estimating each character’s activity: the letter count of their entire dialogue, added to the
letter count of all actions in which their name is mentioned. The characters’ activity can be displayed
in decreasing order for the user. Another structural measure in TRAC is the activity trajectory of a
given single character: for example the protagonist. This is a plot of the character’s total activity on
each virtual page (vPage). A plot is also provided of the amount of dialogue on each vPage in the
script. The identification of sections of script without dialogue is useful as it often indicates a need for
significant sound-tracking. Additional plots can be requested on a character-by-character basis of a
measure called action domination. For each vPage, action domination is defined as the letter count
for actions involving a character, divided by the number of letters of their dialogue.
There  is  another  indicator  of  visual  activity:  the  number  of  scenes per  page,  called  here  scene
rapidity. If a character moves rapidly from place to place, this may lead to the script moving rapidly
from scene to scene. Even if the character is not moving rapidly from place to place, such scene
shifts will  often be done to increase tension or a sense of activity.  Conversely,  a low scene rate
highlights the location of a longer scene. Such longer scenes can help the composer to “get their
teeth into” the scoring. This is one way that film composers approach scoring: find longer sections of
the movie that have a significant dramatic or visual arc. Such sections provide potential opportunities
to write complete pieces of music.
The other main approach to the script analysis is affective analysis. The general problem of text
sentiment discernment has no reliable and robust automated solution. In TRAC such an analysis is
approximated using word-by-word sentiment. A word-approach can only indicate sentiment because
words modify each other. For example the phrase “this day is bad” and “this day is the opposite of
bad” have opposing affective implications. The phrase “the opposite of” reverses the sentiment of the
word “bad”. However, word-by-word sentiment analysis is a good first approximation, particularly in
the context of enabling, as opposed to replacing, the composer.
The TRAC sentiment analysis utilises the ANEW database (Bradley & Lang , 1999) and the Warriner
at al. (2013) database. ANEW and Warriner et al. (2013) are databases that provide estimates of
valence,  arousal  and  dominance  for  many  thousands  of  English  words.  Before  applying  these
databases to the affective analysis of a piece of script text, the words in the text are stemmed and
stop-words (Bird et  al.,  2009) are removed.  Stemming standardises words by removing common
additions.  For  example  removing  “ing”  from  “adding”  and  “ly”  from  “seriously”.  Stop  words  are
common words like “and”, “or” and “the”. The Python NLP toolbox (Bird et al., 2009) is used for both
stemming and stop word removal.
The resulting text is then broken down into individual words. If any of these words are found in the
ANEW or Warriner et al. (2013) database, then their valence, arousal and dominance are noted and
normalised between 0 and 1. All normalised values for a piece of text are then averaged across that
piece of text,  giving an estimate of the affective content for that text.  Thus valence, arousal and
dominance trajectories are provided across vPages, on a character by character basis. Similarly the
valence, arousal and dominance of a whole vPage across all characters can be calculated, labelled
here as the global affective trajectory.
3.2 Music Sketching
The TRAC music sketching tool utilises the calculations of valence, arousal and dominance from the
script analysis. However it is not the raw valence, arousal and dominance calculated in Section 3.1
that are used in the composition. The values are scaled first, using the mean valence, arousal and
dominance across the whole script. Reasons for doing this include the fact that the mean affectivity
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parameter values based on word analysis were found to be greater than 0.4 in the examples we
tested. Thus the values must be shifted downwards to take this bias into account. Otherwise the
entire affective nature of the music would tend to focus on the upper two thirds of the valence, arousal
and dominance space.
Algorithmic  composition  systems designed to  communicate  valence and arousal  most  commonly
implement the relationships shown in the first four rows of Tab. 1. These four rows and the next three
rows are simplified versions of the Livingstone et al. (2010) affective composition rules. The next
three rows (low valence / high arousal) utilise atonal music to communicate the affective states (Kirke
& Miranda, 2015). The final two rows relate to low and high dominance, fear and anger respectively.
Le  Groux  &  Verschure  (2012)  supports  the  approach  of  using  low  tempo  to  communicate  low
dominance, and also introduce tentative results that low pitch communicates a lower dominance than
a high pitch. However Tab. 1 is a simplification of their results, as they also indicate that a medium
pitch can actually communicate a lower dominance than a low pitch. The rule in Tab. 1 simplifies their
results in a best fit linear trend.
The  rules  in  Tab.  1  are  implemented  as  transformations  rules  on  MIDI  files.  The  specific
transformations are shown in Tab. 2. These transformations act on source material which can be
provided by  the  composer,  or  generated  by  TRAC.  The focus  here  will  be  on  TRAC-generated
phrases. The phrase generation system is based on a random walk around middle C. At each time
step the pitch can go up or down by one or two halftones with equal probability, and six halftones with
a lower probability. At each time step there is also a chance at each step of jumping back to middle C,
and a smaller chance of jumping up to G below middle C, in addition to the walk probabilities. This is
to help establish the keys of  C Major or  C Minor.  Such an algorithm could be viewed as overly
simplistic. However it was found that most of the affective expressiveness generated by TRAC comes
from the transformations performed on these simple tunes.
Table 1 – Affectivity Rules.
Table 2 – Affectivity transformations applied to MIDI values.
The randomly generated phrases are combined to create themes.  A theme is  generated from a
phrase by randomly selecting one of five strategies: (a) repeat the phrase (two to four repetitions,
selected randomly); (b) add the retrograde of the phrase to the end of the phrase; (c) repeat the
following transformation from one to three times: randomly adjust the pitches of two notes in the
phrase (within the boundaries of the maximum / minimum pitches currently found in the phrase),
concatenate the results to the end of the phrase; (d) add one to three random shuffles of the notes at
the end of the phrase; (e) add one to three “rotate and adjust” instances to the end of the phrase –
each instance involves rotating the phrase across the time axis  in  the increasing time direction,
(allowing wrap-around), at each rotation randomly adjusting one note’s pitch.
Themes are combined to create sections,  constrained by a user-specified pattern.  The user can
specify structures such ABA or ABCA. A, B, C and D are generic theme labels. “A” always refers to
the pre-provided theme, either generated randomly by TRAC,  or provided by the user. The other
themes (B, C, D, etc.) will be generated by TRAC before building the section. The user communicates
the structures to TRAC in a numerical form i.e., 010 for ABA, 0120 for ABCD, and so forth.
The  section  is  then  transformed  based  on  valence,  arousal  and  dominance  estimates  from the
desired section of the script. For example, suppose the user asks TRAC  to randomly generate a
phrase, say A, for the protagonist. Then the user may decide they want to hear some sketches using
the protagonist theme for vPages 12 and 25. In this case they specify that the musical structure for
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vPage 12 is 010 (ABA) and for vPage 25 is 0120 (ABCA). The user then instructs TRAC to generate
the two transformed sections. These two sketches will be based on the valence / arousal / dominance
measurements on vPage 12 and vPage 25 respectively.  The user listens to the results and can
trigger TRAC to re-compose should they wish to hear more examples.
4 System Examples
The scripts of four well-known films will be utilised: Alien (Scott, 1979), Star Wars (Lucas, 1977), The
Matrix (Wachowski et al., 1999) and The Godfather (Coppola, 1972). Examples will be given of the
structural TRAC measures. This will be followed by examples of the affective TRAC measures.
4.1 Structural Measures
Structural  measures  provide  indications  of  script  features  not  directly  related  to  affectivity.  The
Character Activity measure for some of the key characters in Alien, Star Wars, The Matrix and The
Godfather  are  shown below.  They  are  in  reverse  order  of  the  number  of  words  spoken  by  the
character:
[[4, “DALLAS”, 16526], [10, “RIPLEY”, 13986], [3, “PARKER”, 11179], [13, “ASH”, 8788],
[6, “KANE”, 6024], [5, “LAMBERT”, 5075],...]
[[6, “LUKE”, 42467], [3, “BEN”, 18741], [38, “HAN”, 15101], [27, “THREEPIO”, 13773], [63,
“VADER”, 6449], [68, “LEIA”, 5092],...]
[[28, “MORPHEUS”, 17143], [32, “NEO”, 17083], [11, “TRINITY”, 11804], [12, “CYPHER”,
5752], [13, “TANK”, 5283], [35, “AGENT SMITH”, 5248],...]
[[28,  “MICHAEL”,  27926],  [2,  “SONNY”,  15638],  [37,  “HAGEN”,  11726],  [51,  “DON
CORLEONE”, 9803], [33, “CLEMENZA”, 6712],...]
The protagonists of these films are known to be RIPLEY, LUKE, NEO and MICHAEL respectively.
The flaws of the Character Activity measure as a way of identifying key characters are evident in the
list  of  names  from  Alien.  The  ALIEN  does  not  occur  in  the  list  because  it  has  no  dialogue.
Furthermore DALLAS’ prominence over RIPLEY is because RIPLEY is less talkative, not because
DALLAS is more important dramatically.
Fig. 2a, 2b, 2c and 2d plot the activity measures for the top three characters in Star Wars and The
Godfather. Fig. 2a shows that in Star Wars, LUKE is across most of the script. HAN and BEN appear
only for certain segments. In BEN’s case this is due to his death. For HAN, it is because he is not in
the film from the start, and takes his leave temporarily after the Death Star escape. Fig. 2b shows that
in The Godfather, MICHAEL is inactive in the script for a significant part. This is when he is away in
Sicily. Fig. 2b also captures the fact that SONNY dies midway through the movie. The activity and
inactivity highlighted here are all significant story points.
Fig. 3 plots the Action Domination for the top three characters in Star Wars  and The Matrix.  For
LUKE, Fig. 3a’s highest peak is the section leading up to his destruction of the Death Star, as is the
second highest peak. LUKE’s third highest peak occurs during the rescue of Princess Leia and their
swinging across a chasm. As is often the case in action scenes, such segments in Star Wars  are
heavily sound-tracked in the final movie. BEN’s highest action domination peak occurs during his fight
with VADER. HAN’s highest peak occurs during his running battle in the corridors of the Death Star.
NEO’s highest peak in Fig.  3b occurs during his final  fight  and chase scene with the antagonist
(SMITH). NEO’s second highest peak occurs at the point he wakes up in the real world for the first
time. This segment has no dialogue and is heavily sound-tracked in the final movie. TRINITY’s action
domination  peak  occurs  during  the  opening  action  scene.  MORPHEUS’  peak  occurs  during  his
escape after being interrogated by SMITH – another dialogue-light action scene.
Fig. 4 shows the Scene Rapidity measure for the films Alien and The Matrix. The highest scene rate
peak in Alien – Fig. 4a – is located at the film’s climax (which has almost no dialogue and thus was
heavily sound-track). The second highest peak occurs at the opening of the film. This opening is
heavily sound-tracked, and involves a series of changing shots establishing the spaceship set. The
third peak in Fig. 4a occurs when DALLAS is attacked by the ALIEN in the ship’s vent system.
In Fig. 4b (The Matrix) the local maximum at vPage 2 occurs where TRINITY is running for her life.
The next local maximum, at vPages 18 and 19, occurs when NEO awakens in the real world. The
highest peak occurs at vPage 29. This peak is the build-up starting with NEO’s training, leading to the
betrayal by TANK, and thus the characters fleeing. The second highest peak in Fig. 4b occurs at the
film’s climax. NEO fights, flees and becomes “The One”.
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Figure 2a and 2b – Activity graphs for top 3 characters for Star Wars (a) and The Godfather (b).
Figure 3a and 3b – Action Domination graphs for top 3 characters for Star Wars (a) and The Matrix
(b).
Figure 4a and 4b – Scene Rapidity and Dialogue for Alien (a) and The Matrix (b).
4.2 Affective Measures
The music sketching too in TRAC is based on affective measures. Plots of these affective are shown
in Fig. 5. This figure contains global affectivity plots for Star Wars and The Godfather. These graphs
are less useful from a structural point of view. The affective analysis is necessarily an approximation.
This is partly because it is word-based rather than phrase-based, and partly because non-word-based
affective  impact  (for  example  changes  in  a  character’s  behaviour)  are  not  taken  into  account.
However a few structural elements are captured by the plots in Fig. 5. Fig. 5a shows the global
valence of Star Wars reaching a climax at the script’s end. The local minima leading up to this climax
are coincident with VADER killing LUKE’s fellow X-Wing pilots (as the Death Star prepares to fire on
Yavin).  The  largest  minimum occurs  during  the  destruction  of  an  X-Wing  and  the  first  (missed)
attempt to hit the Death Star’s vulnerable vent. The other large local minimum occurs approximately
half way through the Star Wars script. At this point, the heroes are trapped within the Death Star.
They are forced to hide in a garbage compactor which almost kills them.
In Fig. 5b (Alien) the first valence local minimum occurs when the crew realise they’ve been woken up
early and that they are not yet home. The final large valence minimum occurs when PARKER is
nearly killed by depressurization, and when ASH attempts to kill RIPLEY. Note that this period is an
arousal local maximum and valence local minimum, consistent with anger or fear. The dominance is
low around vPage 25, which indicates the affective state of this period as fearful. This is appropriate
because PARKER fears death and RIPLEY fears being killed by ASH. Global arousal moves upwards
to a climax at the end of the script. The script end, in large part, consists of RIPLEY running and
panicking.
Figure 5a and 5b – Graphs of Global Affectivity for Star Wars (a) and Alien (b).
The bounds on the y-axis of the graphs in Fig. 5 provide some structural indications. The Star Wars
script is more emotionally positive and aroused – in word terms – than Alien. This is consistent with
their genres. Alien is a Sci-fi Horror with a sad ending. Star Wars is a Space Opera with a happy
ending. These differences are audible in the sound-tracks of the final films.
In  addition  to  global  profiles,  TRAC  generates  affective  profiles  for  characters,  one  of  the  most
important being the protagonist. Fig. 6 contains plots giving affective profiles for the protagonists of
The Godfather (6a) and Alien (6b). The global minimum for MICHAEL’S valence coincides with the
shooting of his father. The other two minima occur when MICHAEL discovers his father vulnerable at
the hospital, and his wife is murdered.
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It  is worth repeating that these graphs are of  limited structural  use to the composer.  Our overall
emotional reaction to a film comes from identification with characters. This includes our imagination
about their internal states. Such states can only be indicated by dialogue and actions. In addition the
emotional  impact  of  a  story  is  cumulative.  Whereas  the  affective  text  analysis  here  is  not  only
independent of the words around a word, but also of the scenes around a scene.
Figure 6a and 6b – Affective Profiles for Michael Corleone (a) and Ellen Ripley (b), the
protagonists of The Godfather and Alien respectively.
TRAC was used to generate musical suggestions for the following script segments:
Global affect: the Alien revealing itself in a craft Ripley has used to escape (Alien vPage 29)1. 
Global affect: the Millennium Falcon’s escape from the Death Star (Star Wars vPage 38)2. 
Neo’s affect: towards the end of the film when he tries to escape from Agent Smith (The Matrix
vPage 61)
3. 
Global  affect:  the opening monologue at  a  wedding about  a  daughter  being attacked (The
Godfather vPage 0)
4. 
For each of the four, the first suggestion was taken. The results are shown in Figs. 7–10 respectively.
They can also be heard online (Kirke, 2016a–d). The scene where Ripley realises the alien is on
board her escape craft is estimated as being valence 0.01, arousal 0.89 and dominance 0.07. The
resulting music in Fig. 7 is low pitch, low tempo and atonal – which seems appropriate for the dark
fearful and mysterious scene. The next scene, where the Millennium Falcon has escaped the Death
Star (Fig. 2) is estimated as being valence 0.66, arousal 0.27 and dominance 0.72. The suggested
music in Fig. 8 is medium-high pitch, medium tempo and major key mode. It could be interpreted as
triumphal. The Matrix scene where Neo is fleeing Agent Smith is estimated as being valence 0.49,
arousal 0.57 and dominance 0.51 for Neo. The music in Fig. 9 is medium-high pitch, medium high
tempo and atonal, and could sound like a quite fearful chase. Finally The Godfather opening scene is
estimated as valence 0.32, arousal 0.01 and dominance 0.68. The music suggested in Fig. 10 is low
pitch, very low tempo and atonal. This supports the mood of the opening which is an unpleasant story
told quietly in a dark office.
Because of the simplicity of the algorithms there will be an inevitable sameness to the tunes over
time. However the tunes above could certainly be candidates to make a composer think about how to
approach those scenes.
Although the system is designed as a creative tool rather than a creativity engine itself, it is interesting
to consider the level of creativity of the algorithm. Looking at Section 5.2, this level is fairly low. The
phrase  generation  is  random with  length  fixed  by  the  user  (either  six  or  eight  notes,  randomly
selected in each example above). The theme generation is based on just five fixed rules to transform
and concatenate phrases. The section generation is fixed by the user, for the above examples it was
ABCA. However this lack of algorithmic creativity can be separated, to a degree, from how useful
TRAC  may  be  as  a  creative  tool.  What  is  clear  is  this:  where  there  was  nothing  there  is  now
something. The composer has been given ninety to two-hundred pages of narrative text they are
unfamiliar with, which need to be turned into a similar number of minutes of music in some cases.
Feeling  emotionally  overwhelmed  by  a  musical  task  will  not  promote  musical  creativity.  TRAC
provides one tool for dealing with the “empty score” syndrome – a way to understand a new script a
little more, and to start filling in some possible music features.
Figure 7 – First six lines of suggested music for the Alien revealing itself in a craft Ripley has used
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to escape (Alien vPage 29) and Alien respectively.
Figure 8 – First six lines of suggested music for the Millennium Falcon’s escape from the Death
Star (Star Wars vPage 38).
Figure 9 – Suggested music, based on Neo’s affect towards the end of the film: Neo tries to
escape from Agent Smith (The Matrix vPage 61).
Figure 10 – First six lines of music suggested for the opening: a monologue at a wedding about a
daughter being attacked (The Godfather vPage 0).
5 Conclusions and Future Work
Reading and absorbing scripts is a time consuming process for the feature sound-track composer.
Developing an understanding of the script structure is an additional strain. In a bid to help address
some of the pressures of  film production, a system called TRAC  (Textual  Research for  Affective
Composition)  has been developed.  TRAC  attempts  to  parse a film script  and highlight  structural
elements.  It  also provides tools  to  generate  short  soundtrack sketches based on these affective
elements.  The  process  is  very  approximate,  but  for  a  composer  under  time-pressure,  who  is
approaching a script for the first time, it can provide a valuable “in” for kick-starting and guiding some
of their work process.
Examples have been given from four so-called “blockbuster” films: showing how the film’s structure
can be understood more rapidly through graphs of measures such as Scene Rate, Dialogue per
vPage, and Character Activity. In addition an affective script analysis on a global or character-by-
character basis can provide some limited insights. It also acts as a starting point from which to sketch
soundtrack elements.
The current sound-track sketching system in TRAC is based on an extended random walk algorithm
to generate short phrases. These phrases and their variations are then repeated and combined to
create themes. The themes are combined into patterns such as ABA and ABCA, to create sections of
music. The section is then transformed based on the affective data on a given vPage for a single
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character or for all activity on the vPage. This transformed music is then presented to the composer
as the example sketch.  The composer can also hand-craft  a protagonist  motif  or  film motif,  and
instruct TRAC to incorporate these as phrases, themes, or sections into the generative process.
There are three clear areas for future work. One is formal testing of the affective composition system.
The system is mostly based on previous research in affective algorithmic composition. However the
precise combination and parameter ranges utilised have not been formally tested across a significant
and independent population of listeners.
The second area for further work is the examination of the accuracy of the word-based affective
estimates. Such an examination would be fairly complex. Film experts would markup twenty to thirty
scripts by vPage – both term of protagonist emotion and the emotion of the whole vPage. These
mark-ups would be compared to TRAC’s affective estimates.
A third area for further work would involve extending the underlying algorithmic composition tool. For
example, a system based on higher-order Markov Models (Williams et al., 2015) could be trained
using soundtracks from films of different genres. These models could be labelled by movie genre,
thus allowing the composer to select the most effective for the type of script being examined. Another
example  is  inspired  by  the  recognition  that  the  current  system focuses  on  writing  music  which
communicates a similar affect to that of the underlying text. However, there are many examples of
sound-tracking where the music’s affective content is at odds with that of the underlying scene. For
example, slow minor key music has been used during tragic segments of high arousal battle scenes,
emphasising the tragedy. Thus there is scope in TRAC  to provide options for the user to control
musical deviations from the estimated valence and/or arousal of a scene .
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